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Abstract
Arnaldur Indriðason's Erlendur novels are popular crime fiction stories set in Iceland. Detective Erlendur Sveinsson's team deals with serious crimes, murders, and missing persons. Their cases are contemporary, but Indriðason has always said that he is influenced as a writer by the medieval Icelandic sagas. How is this illustrated by his crime fiction? The sagas, like crime fiction, contain stories of murder, revenge, love, loss and family conflicts. The paper uses examples from the novels and... Read more
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Arnaldur Indriðason’s Erlendur novels are popular crime fiction stories set in Iceland. Detective Erlendur Sveinsson’s team deals with serious crimes, murders, and missing persons. Their cases are contemporary, but Indriðason has always said that he is influenced as a writer by the medieval Icelandic sagas. How is this illustrated by his crime fiction? The sagas, like crime fiction, contain stories of murder, revenge, love, loss and family conflicts. The paper uses examples from the novels and the sagas to examine the links between them. These links include the importance of traditional and to Arnaldur Indriðason Books In Order. Publication Order of Inspector Erlendur Books. Particularly well known for his series featuring protagonist ‘Detective Erlendur’, he continues to write this ongoing set of novels for his ever-increasing audience. With a cinematic treatment of his book ‘Myrin’, which was to become ‘Jar City’, this popularity looks set carry on building both nationally and internationally. Early and Personal Life. Further evidence of this can be found in the fact that his novels are ranked seven of the ten most popular books on loan from the Reykjavik City Library as of 2004. With the film ‘Jar City’ produced in 2006, he saw his novel ‘Myrin’ adapted for the big-screen, which was directed by Baltasar Kormakur. Detective Sigurdur Oli is in trouble. After a school reunion exposes the chasm between his life and those. The Draining Lake (Inspector Erlendur #6). by Arnaldur Indriðason · Bernard Scudder. 2007·. ·3.9·7,692 Ratings. In the wake of an earthquake, the water level of an Icelandic lake drops suddenly, revealing the skeleton of a man half-buried in its sandy bed. It is clear immediately that it has been there for many years. There is a large hole in the skull. Yet more my. Arctic Chill (Inspector Erlendur #7). ‘The detective and the Sagas: Erlendur in the novels of Arnaldur Indriðason’: 52-60. 9 Pages·2016-142 KB-0 Downloads-New! 323-337), make the setting and action clear to readers.